Deviate with Ed Davis

by Mark Schuyler

Few people at Caltech deviate from their paths of science or engineering while in pursuit of their Bachelor's degree. Last summer, I took advantage of the Buckholtz Program to travel to Europe, and the program serves to offer a break from the non-diverse Caltech coursework. In addition, I've become more interested in the mechanics of government, something most of us know little of.

I interned for ten weeks for California State Senator Ed Davis and received of an in-depth educating as to the workings of California politics and the California political system. Although most of my work dealt with the interaction between constituents and the California bureaucracy, I also received interaction with the press, the re-election campaign, and other state politicians.

For example, an average day at the district office would involve perhaps an hour reading local papers, 2 or 3 hours spent on casework, 2 or 3 hours can be resolved, in an hour spent on special projects, and an hour spent on special items, such as form letters. The purpose of reading local papers would be to acquire any article and information on legislation of the Senate office, such as those dealing with the state court system, as the Senator is a member of the Judiciary Committee.
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**Gay Grads**

To the Editor:

I wonder how many graduate students are gay. Judging by dress and personal cleanliness one might suppose that few have any sexuality at all, never mind that of a bizarre variety. But are there really none? The ten percent formula predicts a hundred or so. Now, do not expect gay graduate students to stroll around with bright plaid and a pink tie, although I often do see them. After all, gays are ordinary people, are they not? On campus, a gay graduate has his thesis as his sole concern, as do all graduates. Off campus a gay graduate may well be gay, but we don't see this. A private life is private, is it not?

This logic of strict division of time is so compelling that it has killed any chance for graduates to live in a community as such, gay or otherwise.

--Brian J. Warr
Grad student, Physics

---

**Urinals**

To the Editor:

I have been disturbed for a very long time, though, at a low level, about the urinals in some buildings on campus. Most women probably don't know about this. In Baxter and Noyes the urinals flush automatically every five minutes. All day, all night. In Dunham Hall, the urinals have a constant flow of water from the top to the drain at the bottom. All this by design. It seems a funny way to treat water in these days of drought. Besides, we can afford to pay our one millionth of the court and pumping costs of all the students, oftentimes farmers and ranchers in Arizona and California. Mono Lake is a gorgeous lake, which I recommend you visit while you can.

Sincerely,

--Brian Moyer

---

**The 1985 Caltech Musical**

**Gilbert & Sullivan’s**

**THE MIKADO**

Tickets now on sale!

February 22, 23, March 1, 2 at 8 p.m.
February 24, March 2, 3 at 2 p.m.

Caltech students — $5.00
Caltech/JPL staff and faculty — $7.00

Group rates available . . . make it a House event!

Call the Caltech Ticket Office at 356-4652

---
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**Friday 15 February 1985**
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**Cinematheque**

**Episode 5 of Flash Gordon**

**Errol Flynn**

The Adventures of Robinhood

Show times 7:30 and 10:00

---

**Saturday Evening in Baxter Lecture Hall**

Students, $1
All Others, $2

---

**THE ASCIT MOVIE**

**TONIGHT at 7:30 and 10:00**

---

**Outside World**

from page 1

A leaked U.S. Administration White Paper will say that the Soviet Union, using Cuba as a surrogate, is trying to turn Central America into a Soviet Satellite. Soviet officials have publicly stated that Central America is "an area in turmoil . . . ripe for liberation." Congressional critics of U.S. policy claim that the administration is misallocating funds sent to El Salvador (example, repairing houses blown up by El Salvador rebels) is considered "economic" aid by the administration and "military" by the critics. The 9th Annual Review of Human Rights in Latin America finds an overall trend towards greater human rights in the area, with El Salvador making exceedingly large human rights gains. Chile's human rights performance was called "disappointing," and Honduras was found the only nation to regress in human rights.

The trend towards privatization in America is exemplified by the 18 prisons in the U.S. that are run by private firms. The number is expected to double within the year. Congress has been asked to approve the $1.2 billion sale of Conrail to the Norfolk railroad company. The sale is being opposed by unions and others who would lose if Conrail lost its Federal subsidies.

King Fahd, during his visit to Washington, asked President Reagan to pursue more vigorously peace in the Middle East, and to insure justice to the Palestinian people. Hosni Mubarak, president of Egypt, praised a secret accord between Yasir Arafat of the moderate P.L. O. and King Hussein of Jordan, which Mubarak claimed recognized Israel's right to exist within negotiated borders. Israel is waiting patiently to see how the accord works. Israel also has decided to allow a U.S. Force of American transmitter within its borders, which will broadcast into the Soviet Union. Israel does not want much attention for this, however, lest the Soviets further reduce Jewish emigration.

The Conservative branch of Judaism has voted to allow women to serve as Rabbis. Orthodox Jews continue to deny the possibility of Reform and Reconstruction Jews already permit women Rabbis. Whether the modern trend will win over the religious questions. Gaining and resource of information vital to gays: information on health, employment and the law, as well as on psychological and even religious questions. Gaining and using such knowledge will measurably improve the lot of gay graduates.

---

**The California Tech, Winnett Center,**

**Friday 15 February 1985**

The Editor replies: CLAGS is not the only campus organization to suffer from this problem. When was the last time you saw a graduate at the afforestation project? There sure are groups of graduates (or faculty/staff) which suffer from a similar fate. Frankly, the problem is not even an excuse, but no explanation, and I can't imagine that there are some active steps on the part of undergrads and others which appeal only to grads. If anyone has an explanation for the situation, I'd like to hear it.

---
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**Saturday Evening in Baxter Lecture Hall**

Students, $1
All Others, $2
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**THE ASCIT MOVIE**

**TONIGHT at 7:30 and 10:00**
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**Roger Moore**

**’LIVE AND LET DIE’**

In Baxter Lecture Hall
$1.50 per all others
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Grad Students, Attend!
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Greedy Grads Grab Green

Grad Housing, Part III

by Steve Salyards

In the two previous articles we have discussed student health benefits and Institute owned housing. We now turn our attention to the bottom line, FINANCIAL SUPPORT. Financial support falls into three classes: GRA's, GTA's, and fellowships and other special awards. Since the latter are usually on an individual basis this discussion will focus on the first two. A second part of financial support is the benefits that the Institute provides, primarily in the health coverage. This article is not advocating any position or suggesting any change, but just explaining the process by which financial support is allocated.

The source of funds for GRA's are from the research funding of the professor who is supporting the work. This pool of money is dependent on the funding of research. The hourly rate is not set, but the Graduate Office sets upper and lower limits on the rates. These limits are adjusted each year to reflect the cost of living and are reviewed every few years to see that they are competitive with other schools. Departments set their levels of support within these limits based upon the available funding and the competition for students.

As examples of the GRA limits for the 1985-86 academic year a 15 hour per week GRA will fall between $4,235 and $5,975, while a 12 hour per week GRA will be between $3,385 and $4,785. These amounts are for the 34 weeks in the academic year. For summer 1986 the limits are $3,310 and $4,690 for a 10 week, 40 hour per week GRA, and $2,485 and $3,520 for a 10 week, 30 hour per week GRA.

The second form of financial support is by GTA's. The Graduate Office sets three hourly pay levels. The departments determine the number of hours per week that a course will require and assign which pay level the GTA will receive. Generally the pay level is influenced by the duties, teaching versus grading; the level of experience, and in some departments by previous performance. But each department is allotted a fixed amount of money to divide between these levels. The stipend levels for the 1985-86 academic year are $6,285, $6,570 and $7,665 for a 15 hour per week GTA and $5,030, $5,260 and $5,730 for a 12 hour per week GTA. A further consideration of GTA/GTA levels is that they are competitive with other schools. Departments set their levels for GTA/GTA work.

The graduate student benefits and tuition must also be considered here since it is directly linked to the Institute funding. The money for these benefits comes from the overhead that is charged on research grants. So if the amount of finding that a given grant brings is fixed, an increase in benefits will increase the part of the grant that is removed for overhead, leaving less for the actual research, including the GRA.

The theoretical limit on the size of GRA's is the requirement that a full-time student be registered for a minimum of 36 class and research units and have a maximum of 65 units including the GRA and GTA work load. This means that there is a maximum of 29 hours per week available for GTA/GTA work.

The bottom line on stopends and benefits is that to some degree they come out of the same pot and so their levels are linked. The level of funding is dependent on the amount of money that is brought in on research grants, what is competitive with other schools, and for benefits, how the administration funds them with the other Institute expenditures.
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kinko's copies
827 E. Colorado Bl. (818) 793-6338

Buy Caltech Cards and save 20% CALTECH'S BURGER CONTINENTAL

TO ALL CALTECH STUDENTS AND FACULTY:

Have your BREAKFAST with us 6:30-11:00. Ham, bacon, or sausage, 3 eggs, country potatoes, and zucchini bread for only $1.99 with Caltech ID, Monday thru Friday.

SPECIALTIES: SHISH-KABOB, SHAORMA, SOUVLAKI-STEAK

HOMEMADE PASTRIES: BAKLAVA, BURMA, AND NAPOLEONS

good food at reasonable prices refills on soft drinks at all times

seconds on salad bar

For the Entire Month of February

A free root beer float to all Freshmen, and Sophomores

Faculty, Grad Students, Attend!

Mondays and Tuesdays are Beer Days. Half price on beer.
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Politics

I have learned during my ten weeks working for Senator Davis, not only from the Senator, but also from the other people who work for him. Aside from all the information and experience I picked up last summer, by far the most valuable asset I gained was my experience in dealing with people. This experience will help me in the future, whether I deal with a business executive, a government official, or just someone in the street. I consider the Beckman Internship to be the source of the most valuable education I have gained at Caltech, and encourage everyone to take advantage of it.

The Beckman Internship is available to a qualified applicant, someone with an interest in politics and dealing with people, for a ten week period during the summer, and may be served with any politician with whom the applicant will have contact, such as a Congressman, Senator, State Legislator, or county representative. If you are interested in this program or have any questions, please contact me (Marc Schuyler) at 449-1094, or Dr. Bruce Cain.

Flexible hours, excellent opportunity to work as an independent contractor. Call now for more information (818) 755-2009.
The Inside World

By Andy Campbell

Blackey: Dear Abby,

Oh, how I hope you can help me! I have a terrible problem. Let me start from the beginning... Last year, my house was completely infested with frosh. Yes, it's true. They were everywhere, running around, screaming, having water fights, causing all kinds of noise and juicy gossip, building things, going places, you know, froshly types of things. Over the summer, though, they all disappeared. Just like that—POOF!

But then this year I found my house once again bubbling over with them, hordes and hordes of them. My God, what would I do? But wait, I never saw them. They stay locked up in their little holes all day and all night. They don't make any noise, go anywhere, build anything—gosh, Abby, they just don't raise any hell around my house. You must help me, I'm at the end of my rope! What do I do when my house is filled with wimpy frosh? Sign me...


Dabney: So the guys were sitting around in the playpens drinking Liebfraumilch. Someone had painted the fence and a surrounding area of grass in a bright shade of fluorescent orange. It was lucky the guys had no eyes.

The woman had been around. That is, this wasn't her first appearance on the "scene." Whenever she stepped into the courtyard, she made the colors dance. No, the guys could not see, but they knew the colors backwards and forwards. Gerade and ungerade. Hellefire and brimstone. So now there were the colors, the woman, and the Holy Shakespearean Triple. A nice pair.

A complaint went around. Each sampled it in his own peculiar way. These were no scientists. They were plain, ordinary folk. The surveys said so. The complaint finished its round and lapped into a cold. The cold took weeks to go around and ended up here.

"Am I in Dabney, or are you just glad to see me?" Those who had no ears had to smile. They had read the subtext and knew what they were missing. Fifty scents to ride the poney and fifty bucks to ride the horse. Each member lived in his own closet. He did his work in pen, would have kept his socks in his brain if the phases were compatible.

Too many levels, man? "Man may only reach completeness when he is incomplete." The guys were into duality. And zero-gee.

Ricketts: My, everything hits at once, doesn't it? Okay, here I go, I hope I don't miss anything. After last weekend's Ox Bash came midterms, which caused everyone's favorite day to release pent up aggressions (Initiations!) to be postponed to next week. Don't forget, FROSH! Now, where was I? Right. This Saturday is Practice Apache, a chance to build your tolerance and numb your taste buds.

In other words, don't miss it. On Wednesday comes Initiations, when we separate the men from the boys, the women from the girls, and the bodies from the survivors. This all of course so that they can fully enjoy Apache (pronounced "A-posh" (short A)) come Saturday, the blowout of the year. See you there.

—Bob

Ruddock: Everybody loves midterms week. It's hard to write on that flowered paper, though.

No problem. Blow it off and drink a beer in the sun. Catch a tan. That's what I did this week. Why do you think I came to California?

Feynman says: "Rosie, get silly at the Oxy party." That's what you get for brushing your hair.

In sports this week, "Which Way to the Beach" has had a perfect record of pissing off their opponents. A fine performance, fellas.

Cheers fans! I heard the word about the Coach's death. Not very Cheery is it? I mourn with the rest 0

—Cyndi LePage

Lockheed's SR-71 Blackbird.

The world's fastest, highest flying airplane. The plane created by Lockheed's famed Skunk Works team. A team of engineers and scientists that repeatedly meet technical challenges with unique ideas and creative solutions.

We're working on many different high tech programs that will take us well into the 21st century. These programs will challenge your knowledge and define your imagination. A representative from Lockheed-California Company will be on campus March 1, to discuss how you can turn those four years of tough engineering courses into a lifetime of challenge and achievement.

Sign up now at your placement office for a personal interview with the future. Lockheed is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer. U.S. citizenship is required.

Join the power behind the glory.
The Redemption of Instant Composition

by John Fourkas
Future Memories II
Patrick Moraz
PVC Records

Patrick Moraz has done it again, and quite well to boot. I have always marveled over this prolific musician who managed to release three albums in one year (we’re talking about the same time) touring with the Moody Blues. Well, the score has gone up to four: Future Memories II has just been released.

Of those of you who read my last column on Patrick Moraz may remember that Future Memories is an album built around the concept of “instant composition.” A kind of “spontaneous musical composition and interpretation.”

Most of this album (with the sole exception of the piano piece “Black Silk”) came off as being far too pretentious and experimental, and I decided that instant composition was probably not a very workable idea. I am happy to announce that I have now changed my mind.

There are many reasons why Future Memories II succeeds where its predecessor failed. All of the music on the first album tended to be rather aimless, whereas every song on the new album has a definite (if not always well defined) direction. Moraz seems to better understand the capabilities of his instruments—one does not get the feeling of hearing a little boy playing around in a keyboard showroom, this time. The songs on this new volume are also much shorter; we are given enough time to be tamed by each textural flavor without being gorged with it (or, even worse, forced to eat it). A five year difference in technology may partially explain this improvement (there is simply much more one can do), but it is clear that Moraz has also learned a definite compositional lesson. The new music is thematic and coherent where the old music was lost in the woods.

Only one of the compositions in Future Memories II was at all “improvised.” “Video Games (How Basic Can You Get?)”. The extent of the forethought appears to have been the composition of some extremely tongue-in-cheek lyrics:

I have got an addiction
And it’s my new obsession
It can make an addition
And a multiplication
My pet my pet my pet my computer
And I wanna be your puppet
How basic can you get...

Moraz explains on the record sleeve: “How Basic Can You Get?” is a song about a “hacker” who has visions and phantasms about his relationship and his highly sophisticated obsession with computer and the world around him. Sound like anyone you know?

Another high point of the album is “Flippers,” a kind of synthetic ragtime number which is vaguely reminiscent of Rick Wakeman’s “Half Holiday” (on Rhapsodies). This piece is lively and enjoyable frivolous. The album cover suggests that the listener imagine that Patrick holds a Masters degree in pinball studies and that the notes from his keyboard are a succession of those small steel balls...

It is amusing to listen to the piece with this thought in mind.

The difference between volumes I and II of Future Memories is impressive. While Moraz has always been a mature composer, Future Memories convinced me that real-time composition may be too difficult for even the most talented of musicians to do at length. Future Memories II has proven, however, what an exciting concept instant composition really is. I can hardly wait to hear what Future Memories III will sound like...

Maria’s Lovers
Directed by Andrei Konchalovsky
A Cannon Pictures release

The central character in Maria’s Lovers is Ivan, a World War II prisoner of war camp. Maria is portrayed as a washing and scrubbing duty young woman looking after her aged grandmother in a Yugoslavian immigrant community. Maria and Ivan were, well, not exactly childhood sweetheart, but they were at least good friends. Thus, in this tale of love, they marry. And they do not live happily ever after. Ivan loves Maria deeply, but this love has its roots in a trauma induced in a rat-infested prison camp. Maria’s love for Ivan is a maturation of many years of friendship, beginning with their immigration as young children from Yugoslavia.

Unlike the female readers of Ann Landers, the advice columnist, Maria would rather not be teased about the Second World War. Fortunately, Ivan takes this well, considering he was eating scrambled eggs in his father’s home in a Pennsylvania steel town. Ivan returns from World War II with psychological scars caused by his experiences in a Japanese prisoner of war camp. Maria is portrayed as a washing and scrubbing duty young woman looking after her aged grandmother in a Yugoslavian immigrant community.

Future Memories II
Directed by Nastassja Kinski
A Cannon Pictures release

The difference between volumes I and II of Future Memories is impressive. While Moraz has always been a mature composer, Future Memories convinced me that real-time composition may be too difficult for even the most talented of musicians to do at length. Future Memories II has proven, however, what an exciting concept instant composition really is. I can hardly wait to hear what Future Memories III will sound like.

There’s Always Space for the New Expressionist.

At TRW’s Electronics and Defense Sector, we recognize the value of new ideas. We provide an environment with space for free thought and expression. To you, are tomorrow’s source of talent and creative energy. With us, you can reach deep into the expanses of your imagination and help to develop technologies that literally reach beyond the stars.

Our informal and encouraging atmosphere has produced a galaxy of opportunities...comprising large software computer systems, communications and spacecraft, alternative energy sources, high energy lasers, and microelectronics development. These opportunities are open to you.

Take advantage of this opportunity to shape your future and ours...join a company that gladly makes space for the new expressionist. Tomorrow is taking shape at a company called TRW.

Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required
On-campus interviews 2/18, 2/19, 2/20
See your placement office for details.
Sex

graniteous self-violence (courtesy of Director Andrei Konchalovsky), by Ivan to underscore his love for Maria. Individually, Maria and Ivan are sexually charged, but the goal of mutual sexual passion is elusive.

Is the marriage ever consummated? Mr. Konchalovsky or the scriptwriter could easily have put the couple’s problem within the larger context of some economic or social conditions peculiar to Pennsylvania steel towns. This type of movie is currently in vogue, witness such “farm tragedy” films as Places in the Heart and The River. The resolution would then probably have been based on rugged individualism overcoming great external odds, a la Mel Gibson and Snooky Spurce. Thankfully, Mr. Konchalovsky spares us with a different kind of development, and that is soon enough to see this story of love. A more compelling reason is the volatile performance given by both Kitinski and Mr. Savage. Also, there is innovative directing by Mr. Konchalovsky, including snapshot effects of a passing train on the background. Keith Carradine is featured in the film as a personable, later despicable, travelling musician given to cracking jokes about his bulldog. Maria’s Lovers is playing at the Pasadena Esquire, Mann Westmoreland, and at the Beverly Center Cineplex.

Millikan Meets Mikado

by Alice Cronin-Golomb

You may actually appreciate the intermittently slow elevators in Millikan Library for the next few weeks, when you discover the wonders to behold in the glass display cases on the first floor. At the urging of Lynne McGrath of the library staff, some of Caltech’s resident Gilbert & Sullivan experts have assembled a gorgeous and rare collection of G&S, and specifically “Mikado” memorabilia, consisting of books, photographs, figuralines, swords, costume pieces, and even a facsimile of the program from the premiere performance of The Mikado, which opened on March 14, 1885 at the Savoy Theatre in London. TACTIC’s production of the musical—honoring its 100th birthday—opens on Feb. 22 (next Friday) in Ramo Auditorium and runs through March 13. It is the first time in anyone’s memory that Caltech’s Theater Arts group and main library have had an opportunity to collaborate on a project of mutual interest, resulting in the handsome display not being featured.

The forces set into motion by McGrath, who plays Pint-Sing in the upcoming production, include library staff Don McNamme and reference librarian Rod Casper, and William Paul Baker, an art historian at Glendale College. Casper arranged for the display. McNamme was the principal donor of the several rare editions and photographs that appear, and Baker designed the display as well as contributing most of the non-printed articles. Additionally, Janet Casebier, another member of the library staff, is loaning the beautiful gold and orange-tied obi (a broad sash tied in the back, worn by Japanese women and children) which she brought back with her from a recent visit to Japan.

The expertise and interest of these library staff members in the Mikado exhibit is a story in itself. Don McNamme has collected books on Gilbert and Sullivan and their works for 20 years. He is a member and past president of the local chapter of the Gilbert and Sullivan Society, which has 20 branches worldwide. The Los Angeles group, comprising 35 devotees, conducts lectures as well as purely fun events. The former might involve a discussion of operatic structure, or of G&S parodies which regularly emerge in the world of literature—including one time in MAD magazine. The more recreational meetings have included masquerade balls where you sing in character, and, of course, Frederick’s Birthday Parties (Frederick, a character in The Pirates of Penzance, was born on February 29, and had to solve some difficulty in coming of age.) Singing is the mainstay of the group’s activities.

McNamme, through his collections and activities, has become a well-recognized authority on the lives of Sirs William S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan. G&S were brought together by Richard D’Oyly Carte, an impresario who recognized the potential power of their combined talents, and whose opera company became sole custodians of all G&S works. Gilbert, the libertinn (1836-1911), was rather a much failure as a lawyer due to his nasty temper, and wrote rhymes and story ideas to pass the time. He eventually was able to support himself as a dramatist, having produced 71 works for the stage and over 100 published verses, although only his works in collaboration with Sullivan have stood the test of time for popularity. It appears that Gilbert never forgot an idea—the kidnapping which occurs in The Gondoliers was in fact based on Gilbert’s own abduction as a prank in Naples at the age of 2 (he was redeemed for 25 pounds sterling). He revealed in fantastic plots. Sullivan (1842-1900), however, drew the line at a proposed scenario involving magic lozenges, considering himself a serious composer.

To find out more about NSA career opportunities, schedule an interview through your college placement officer. For additional information on the National Security Agency, write to National Security Agency, Attn: M322, Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE

As NSA you’ll discover one of the largest computer installations in the world with almost every major vender of computer equipment represented. NSA careers provide a mixture of such disciplines as systems analysis and design, scientific applications programming, data base management systems, operating systems, computer networking, security, and graphics.

MATHEMATICS

You’ll work on diverse agency problems applying a variety of mathematical disciplines. Specific assignments might include solving communications-related problems, performing long-range mathematical research, or evaluating new techniques for communications security.
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NSA offers a salary and benefit program that’s truly competitive with private industry. There are assignments for those who wish to travel and abundant good living in the Baltimore-Washington area for those who wish to stay close to home. Countless cultural, historical, recreational and educational opportunities are just minutes away from NSA’s convenient suburban location.
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Buckaroo Reviews
A Weekly Column by Matt Rowe

The Mean Season
Directed by Phillip Borsos
Orion Pictures

"In the future," Andy Warhol said, "everyone will be famous for fifteen seconds." A man can murder a teenage girl and make headlines. But who is really making the headlines—the murderer or the reporter?

Phillip Borsos' The Mean Season poses just that question. Malcolm Anderson (Kurt Russell) is a reporter for the Miami Journal. He is about to quit his job to move to Colorado with his girlfriend Christine Connelly (Mariel Hemingway) when he is assigned to cover the murder of sixteen-year-old Sarah Hooks. He produces a fairly standard story, almost telling his boss he wants to quit, and goes home to Christine. In the morning, he goes to work, thinking it will be his last day. The phone rings.

(Producer David Foster admits that Borsos was influenced by 1940s and 50s film noir, but says The Mean Season was not intended to be part of any particular genre.)

"I liked your story. You really tell it like it happened."

"Who are you? How do you know?" Anderson casually asks.

"I killed her," says the voice.

(The identity of Alan Delour, the murderer, played by Richard Jordan, is built up slowly over the length of the film. The audience can get comfortable with the character only to be violently reminded of his role. "That's the challenge," Jordan said, "to make him look normal—cause if he looks normal then he could be any guy walking down the street.")

The caller, sure enough, knows something only the murderer could: in one of Sarah's pockets there is a note. On it are two words: "Number One." (The Mean Season is a violent story, but not a violent film. One killing is shown in slow motion; another takes place in the dark during a power outage.)

Anderson may have just talked to a killer on the phone, but he is still a reporter. He runs the story. TV news covers him. Delour calls again, thanks him for the coverage, and tells him where he just murdered numbers two and three. Anderson calls the police; they find two bodies there.

(The poers of the media over news is emphasized on both personal and impersonal levels. In one scene, Anderson's editor offers tapes of the phone calls in exchange for 24-hour exclusivity on police information. "Six," the Chief of Homicide offers. "Fifteen."

"Ten." "It's a deal."

It is soon clear that The Mean Season is not about the murderers, but about the relationship between Anderson and Delour. Anderson hates the calls, but the police need them; he loved being on the Today show, but he is obscuring the real news. Or is he?

The Mean Season asks that question, clearly and repeatedly. It does not, however, offer an answer. To the Journal's readers, whatever the paper prints is news; as an audience, we see the whole story, without an editor to decide what runs and what gets cut. The subject seems to be abandoned: Delour predictably kidnaps Christine, and Anderson stops writing the stories. He is now the news. The story is concluded and the credits roll. As a statement about journalistic integrity, The Mean Season begins well only to abandon its goals in the middle. As a story, it is excellent. Based on John Katzenbach's bestseller In the Heat of the Summer, it achieves a frightening realism. Each scene presents a precise fact, like paragraphs is a news story. Like reportage, The Mean Season builds up detail relentlessly yet predictably. We are caught in the story without having had a chance to think. Producer Foster commented that every advance review he'd seen featured the word "gripping" prominently.

Mariel Hemingway as Christine in The Mean Season

Only afterwards does one realize just how sparse the film is. Kurt Russell's part is well-developed (if somewhat stiffly played); Richard Jordan's murderer has some excellent lines, but we hardly see him until the final scenes; and Mariel Hemingway's Christine seems to have been tossed in for plot structure (although she plays the part quite well). On paper, The Mean Season doesn't look much—it's not surprising it went through two studios and a director before Orion picked it up. In the theater, however, Phillip Borsos (The Grit Fox) makes it a killer. The Mean Season is not a subtitled film, and it is seldom funny. It has weaknesses, but they are much harder to pinpoint than its strengths. It is not a classic, but it is a very well-done film. It is the story of a man who can't break free from another man's life: the movie itself is equally hard to shake.

The Mean Season (rated "R") opens today citywide.
Movie Review

Weir's US Debut

by Charles Barrett

Witness
Directed by Peter Weir
Paramount Pictures

That Witness is a study in contrasts is apparent in the opening scene: a procession of horse-drawn carriages wends its way along a small ribbon of road surrounded by lush greenery, creating a hill and descending toward a farm, complete with windmill, windmill, and manure, as the caption reading “Pennsylvania, 1964” appears onscreen.

They are on their way to a wake. The deceased, as well as the congregation, are Amish and thus the contrivances of our technological society as immodest. Cars, phones, or electricity are not to be found in their community.

Shortly after the wake, the young widow Rachael Lapp (played by Kelly McGillis) and her young son Samuel (Lukas Haas) venture into the outside world to travel to Baltimore, and while waiting for their connection at the Philadelphia train station Samuel has the misfortune of being the sole witness to a murder.

Enter Harrison Ford as Police Detective John Book, who in the course of his investigation uncovers high-level corruption in his own department, and goes from hunter to hunted overnight. He and the Lapps return to the Amish community, where they can effective-ly disappear from sight while he plans his course of action. Meanwhile, those responsible for the murder know that only Book and Samuel can incriminate them, and so they set out to hunt them down and kill them.

Thus Book and the Lapps become dependent on each other for survival, even though both parties are from different worlds. Book is a product of his environment, fiercely independent and used to getting his own way. Now, however, the young woman and her son are his responsibility, a task his bachelor life has shun the contrivances of our way. Now, however, the young son Samuel (Lukas Haas) can incriminate them, and so they set out to hunt them down and kill them.

One of the most remarkable aspects of Witness is the skill with which these human situations are portrayed. Scenes convey their impact in a highly visual manner, with dialogue at a minimum. This is not to say that there is a self-conscious silence throughout the film; on the contrary it is only after thinking back for a moment that the viewer realizes the important parts of a given scene were all presented visually.

The artful direction is understandable given the director. Witness is Peter Weir’s debut directing for a U.S. studio, and shows the talent we have come to expect from the director of The Year of Living Dangerously, The Last Wave, and Gallipoli. Weir’s direction, the cinematography, and the editing all conspire to convey diverse and powerful human scenarios. Witness is fraught with suspense, tension, and growing compassion, and overall presents itself as one of the most powerful films this reviewer has had the pleasure of seeing.

Witness is from Paramount, rated R (more for the violence than the language). Scenescenes convey their impact in a highly visual manner, with dialogue at a minimum. This is not to say that there is a self-conscious silence throughout the film; on the contrary it is only after thinking back for a moment that the viewer realizes the important parts of a given scene were all presented visually.

The artful direction is understandable given the director. Witness is Peter Weir’s debut directing for a U.S. studio, and shows the talent we have come to expect from the director of The Year of Living Dangerously, The Last Wave, and Gallipoli. Weir’s direction, the cinematography, and the editing all conspire to convey diverse and powerful human scenarios. Witness is fraught with suspense, tension, and growing compassion, and overall presents itself as one of the most powerful films this reviewer has had the pleasure of seeing.
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Baseball Beavers Take One of Each

by Doug Oute

Caltech kicked off the 1985 baseball season by showing steady progress in their first three outings, and finishing their first week of play with a record of 1-1-1.

The Beavers’ first victory of the season came on Tuesday the 12th against Pacific Coast Baptist Bible College, and featured an amazing steal of home to win the game. Things started off bad for Tech as PCBBC racked up six runs in the first two innings. The Beavers scored three runs of their own in the bottom of the second, led by Gino Thomas’s RBI double. PCBBC added a run in the fourth, but in the bottom of the fifth Caltech struck back. After a walk and a base hit, Min Su Yun stepped up and ripped a triple into left field to drive in two runs, and scored one play later on a wild pitch to make the score 7-6. The Beavers and PCBBC both added a run in the sixth, and in the bottom of the seventh Caltech came up for its last at-bat, down 8-7. Caltech wasted no time loading the bases with one out, and scored the tying run on a wild pitch. PCBBC managed to get another out, and it looked like Caltech was going to end up with a tie, but aggressive baserunning by the Beavers saved the day. With two outs and two strikes on the batter, Ed Casey surprised everyone by stealing home to score the winning run. PCBBC was so shocked that another run scored on the play, and so the final score was 10-8.
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In the last two games, even though the opposition dominated, the basketball team seems to want to put up a tough defense, scored 46. The margin, our JV, against Redlands' put it in gear, stole a couple, and kept the Stags under 100. In both games, our JV was much more animated than previously. They showed enthusiasm in the face of adversity and played what looked like their hardest. They should be commended. Now all that remains is practice and more practice for the last couple of games and for next year.

---

**Saber Team Wins Again**

by Perry Riposte

Last week at home, the Caltech fencing team had a dual meet with San Diego State University (SDSU) and Cal State University at Fullerton (CSUF). The first match was between Caltech and SDSU, and the second was Caltech and CSUF. The women's foil team lost 5–11 to SDSU. Phyllis Li did a spectacular job of defeating all four of her opponents. She made the right moves at the right times. Susan Ridgeway won one bout. She did her best to reach for her opponents by making lanterns and disengagements. Amy Yoshida is a new recruit. Although she did not win any, she did okay. She used the basic moves of fencing and got a few touches. The team lost 2–14 to CSUF. The only scorer was Phyllis Li, who won both bouts. The rest of the team members did as usual.

The men’s foil team lost 1–8 to SDSU. Craig Keller scored the lone point. He deceived his opponents with feints and avoided their blades with disengagements. He pressed hard and was able to gain enough touches to win one. Against CSUF, the foil team did a little better by losing 3–6. Keller won two bouts this time. The other scorer was Alex Gilman, who is a beginner. He did well and won his first bout in his second match of the season. Matt Himmelstein, a saber man, fenced foil. He applied his saber moves to foil and had fun in this conversion.

The epee team came very close to winning two matches but fell short. They lost 4–5 to SDSU and also 4–5 to CSUF. Charles Todd and Thomas Luke both won two bouts each against each school. They made an effort to touch their opponents’ wrists and succeeded many times. As a result they got enough points to win. Joe Beckach and James O’Dea also made a good showing by keeping good distances and doing effective parries.

The saber team got another victory. They defeated SDSU 5–4. It was a very close and exciting match. At one point the team was trailing 2–4, but they fought hard and won it. Scott Lewicki and Chien-Wei Han won two bouts each. They made beat-attacks and cuts quickly. Matt Himmelstein won one bout because the team demanded it. Jeff Greason made strong parries and ripostes. He got some touches against his opponents. Against CSUF, the team lost 2–7. Chien-Wei Han had the two winning bouts. He defeated a guy who ranks first in the league and believed he won it by luck.

For the next game, the Caltech fencing team will meet U.C. Santa Barbara and UCLA. The matches will be on February 23 at Cal State Long Beach.
**Capra Ranch**
The Organization for Women at Caltech is sponsoring its annual retreat at Capra Ranch, from Friday morning March 1—Sunday afternoon March 3. Cost is $25, with subsidies for those with need. Call one of the co-chairs, Alice Cronin-Gohle (4035) or Margaret Liggett (3914) for more information or a registration form. The program will feature psychologist Madeline Mark on "Power", a drama workshop, and more. Registration forms (with $10 deposit) are due by Feb. 20 to either co-chair.

**Bach and Handel**
The Division of Humanities and Social Sciences will offer a special music history course during the spring quarter entitled, "Bach and Handel: a 300th Birthday Survey of Keyboard and Choral Masterworks." Professors David Britton and Donald Caldwell will be co-instructors for this unique presentation.

In addition to two weekly classes (Monday and Thursday, 2:00-3:30 pm), attendance of selected concerts and field trips (on an organ and/or harpsichord building workshop) are planned at the course of the quarter. No special music knowledge or skills are required for enrollment, however, any students who have the ability and interest to perform should contact Dean’s Office, ext. 6351, by March 1st.

**PA 15 Meeting**
There will be a meeting of the PA 15 next Tuesday at 4:00 pm in the Caltech Student newspaper, at 12:15 pm today in 127 Baxter.

---

**CLASSIFIED**

**HELP WANTED—**

**PROGRAMMING TECHNICIAN**

To assist in maintenance of existing scientific applications software. Preference given to analysis from disk resident aerometric data bases on VAX 750. Must have exp. writing scientific word processing. Part time, 20 hours per week, very flexible schedule. $7.50-$8.50 per hour. Call Pat Cal, Aerovion Inc. 825 Myrtle Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016, (818) 357-9883.

---

**GENERAL—**

**IS IT TRUE** you can buy jeeps for $44 through the U.S. government? Get the facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext. 9716-A.

**INSURANCE WAR!** Will beat any price, or don’t want your business! Sports cars, multi-tickets, good driver disc. Request “Get Low Plan.” Call (818) 880-4407/4381.

---

**TYPING/WORD PROCESSING**

Special Rates: Students & Faculty. We cover all needs and will meet your deadlines.

818-790-4150—Karen/Dorothy

---

**IBM Users Group**
The IBM Users Group will meet Thursday, March 11, in Basement Room 74, Jorgenson. Pacific Data will raffle off their new software scanning program, "Money Track."

---

**Psych-Lit Course**

Lit 180—Creativity and Depression: a psychodynamic study of the frequently-encountered relation between depression and artistic creativity. Readings in contemporary psychoanalysis and world literature. It will be taught Tuesdays at 1:00 pm.

---

**50 Years of Halms**

Paul R. Halms, Professor of Mathematics at the University of Santa Clara, will speak on Monday, February 18 at 4:15 pm in 22 Gates. His talk, the Leonidas Alaoglu Memorial Lecture, is entitled "Fifty Years of Linear Algebra—Some Personal Reminiscence." Dr. Halms, the author of ten books and almost 100 articles, has concentrated his research on measure and ergodic theory, algebraic logic, and operators on Hilbert space. The Leonidas Alaoglu Memorial Lecture is an annual mathematics lecture at Caltech established by friends and family of the late Dr. Alaoglu to honor his memory.

---

**Jazz Band Concert**
The twenty-piece Caltech Jazz Band will play a concert this Sunday, at 8:15 pm in Baxter Lecture Hall. The Caltech Jazz Band is one of Southern California’s best college Big Bands, having won a recent contest award at a local jazz festival. This band is HOT! Hear Mike Rigler play some great solos, and hear original music by Doug Priest. There will be refreshments after the concert.

---

**Medieval Coinage**
The February 20 meeting of the Caltech-JPL Numismatic Society will feature a talk by Fuller Carlson on medieval coins. Drawings for door prizes will be included and refreshments will be available. The club meets the third Wednesday of each month at 7:00 pm in the Church Laboratory building on campus. All Caltech-JPL personnel and their families are cordially invited to attend.

---

**TINA & MICHAEL HAIR DESIGN**

For Men and Women

Haircuts, Perms, Color

Manicures, Pedicures

20% Off to Caltech community

by Appointment Only

Dr. Allen Gross at (213) 259-2574 via Campus Mail from Oxy.

---

Alumni Assoc. Talk

The Alumni Association will present a free talk on Tuesday, February 19 from 7:30 to 9:00 pm at the Alumni House (345 South 18th). The topic will be "Careers in Engineering Management." Come find out what some alumni are doing with their engineering backgrounds—in management! For more information, please call x6592.

---

**Soloists Wanted**

Attention all musicians! Here’s your chance to solo with the Oxy-Caltech Orchestra. The competition will be held on March 2 at Occidental; winners will perform at the concerts in May. This competition is open to students and staff with the exception of professional musicians; both instrumental and vocal entrants are welcome. The entry should be a concerto or other suitable piece for orchestra accompaniment. A piano accompanist will be available for the audition. Entry forms may be obtained via Campus Mail from Oxy-Caltech Orchestra, 104—31. Call (213) 259-2574 for more information.

---

**Women’s History**

Dr. Judy Raftery will be teaching a new course this spring entitled "U.S. Women’s History from Colonial Times to Modern Times: A Study of Private and Public Roles." Three themes will be considered: women’s relationships to the economy, family, and politics; changing ideals of womanhood; and class, race and ethnic variations in the female experience. The goal of the course will be to present women’s history both as an integral part of American social history and as a unique subject of historical investigation. The course will have an organizational meeting Tuesday, April 2nd at 7:30 pm in 127 Baxter.